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Abstract
We introduce the Scalable ZX-calculus (SZX-calculus for short), a formal and compact graphical
language for the design and verification of quantum computations. The SZX-calculus is an extension
of the ZX-calculus, a powerful framework that captures graphically the fundamental properties of
quantum mechanics through its complete set of rewrite rules. The ZX-calculus is, however, a low
level language, with each wire representing a single qubit. This limits its ability to handle large and
elaborate quantum evolutions. We extend the ZX-calculus to registers of qubits and allow compact
representation of sub-diagrams via binary matrices. We show soundness and completeness of the
SZX-calculus and provide two examples of applications, for graph states and error correcting codes.
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1 Introduction

The ZX-calculus is an intuitive and powerful graphical language for quantum computing,
introduced by Coecke and Duncan [11]. Quantum processes can be represented by ZX-
diagrams, which can be seen intuitively as a generalisation of quantum circuits. The language
is also equipped with a set of rewrite rules which preserves the represented quantum evolution.
Unlike quantum circuits, the ZX-calculus has been proved to be complete for various universal
fragments of pure quantum mechanics [26, 23, 27, 28, 43], and also mixed states quantum
mechanics [8]. Completeness means that any equality can be derived in this language: if two
diagrams represent the same quantum process then they can be transformed one into the other
using the rewriting rules of the language. Completeness opens avenues for various applications
of the ZX-calculus in quantum information processing, including circuit optimisation [16, 30]
– which out-performs all other technics for T-count reductions [34] – error correcting codes
[17, 21, 9], lattice surgery [14], measurement-based quantum computing [19, 15, 32] etc.
Automated tools for quantum reasoning, e.g. Quantomatic [35] and PyZX [33], are also
based on the ZX-calculus. The ZX-calculus is also used as intermediate representation in a
commercial quantum compiler [12].
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The cornerstone of the ZX-calculus is that fundamental properties of quantum mechanics
can be captured graphically. The language remains, however, relatively low level: each wire
represents a single qubit, a feature that limits the design of larger-scale and more complex
quantum procedures. We address in this paper the problem of scalability of the ZX-calculus.
In [9], the authors – including one of the present paper – demonstrated that the ZX-calculus
can be used in practice to design and verify quantum error correcting codes. They introduced
various shortcuts to deal with the scalability of the language: mainly the use of thick wires
to represent registers of qubits and matrices to represent sub-diagrams, and hence reason
about families of diagrams in a compact way. However, the approach lacked a general theory
and fundamental properties like soundness and completeness.

Contributions. We introduce the Scalable ZX-calculus, SZX calculus for short, to provide
theoretical foundations to this approach. We extend the ZX-calculus to deal with registers of
qubits by introducing some new generators and rewrite rules. We show soundness – i.e. the
new generators can be used in a consistent way – as well as completeness of the SZX-calculus.
A simple but key ingredient is the introduction of two generators, not present in [9], for
dividing and gathering registers of qubits. A wire representing a register of (n+m)-qubits can
be divided into two wires representing respectively n and m qubits. Similarly two registers
can be gathered into a single larger one. We also extend the generators of the ZX-calculus so
that they can act not only on a single qubit but on a register of qubits. The SZX-calculus
is then constructed as a combination of the ZX-calculus and the sub-language made of the
divider and the gatherer, by adding the necessary rewrite rules describing how these two
sub-languages interact. We show that the SZX-calculus is universal, sound, and complete,
providing an intuitive and formal language to represent quantum operations on an arbitrarily
large finite number of qubits. The use of the divider and the gatherer allows one to derive
inductive (graphical) proofs.

Furthermore, the SZX-calculus provides the fundamental structures – namely the (co)co-
mutative Hopf algebras – to develop a graphical theory of binary matrices, following work
on graphical linear algebra [5]. As a consequence, we introduce an additional generator
parametrized by a binary matrix together with four simple rewrite rules. Note that, while
matrices were also used in [9], we introduce here a more elementary generator acting on
a single register (1 input/1 output) rather than two registers (2 inputs/2 outputs). We
prove completeness of the SZX-calculus augmented with these matrices. The use of matrices
allows a compact representation where subdiagrams can be replaced by matrices. Moreover,
basic matrix arithmetic can be done graphically. It makes the SZX-calculus with matrices a
powerful tool for formal and compact quantum reasoning.

In section 5, we show the SZX-calculus in action. The main application of the SZX-
calculus we consider in this paper is the graph state formalism [24]. We show how graph states
can be represented using SZX-diagrams and how some fundamental properties like fixpoint
properties, local complementation, and pivoting can be derived in the calculus. We also
consider error correcting code examples in order to show that the techniques for the design
and verification of codes developed in [9] can be performed smoothly in the SZX-calculus.

Related works. Scalability is crucial in the development of the ZX-calculus and more
generally for graphical languages. We review here some contributions in this domain that we
briefly compare to our approach.

The !-boxes formalism [31] is a meta language for graphical languages, which has been
extensively used in the development of the automated tool Quantomatic. A !-box is a region
(subdiagram) of a diagram which can be discarded or duplicated. There is also a first order
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logic handling families of equations between concrete (i.e. !-box free) diagrams. In contrast,
the scalable ZX is not a meta-language but an actual graphical language equipped with an
equational theory (namely a coloured PROP). There is no obvious way to compare these two
approaches (even in terms of expressive power).

Monoidal multiplexing [10] corresponds to two categorical constructions which allow
representing n diagrams in parallel. Roughly speaking, one of the two constructions would
be equivalent to the use of big wires for the subclass of SZX-diagrams which are matrix,
divider and gatherer-free. It is worth noticing that, to our knowledge, monoidal multiplexing
has never been combined with the matrix approach, even though both were developed in the
same line of research on graphical linear algebra.

Recently, Miatto [39] has independently introduced a graphical calculus involving matrices,
and the equivalent of green spiders, dividers and gatherers. This graphical calculus has been
developed in the context of the tensor networks, and the author mainly shows that 6 kinds
of matrix products can be represented graphically. We note that the represented matrices
do not coincide with the ones we are axiomatising: the matrices represented in Miatto’s
language correspond to C2m×2n matrices whereas ours are in Fm×n2 , hence the equations
differ. It is however worth noting that equation Fig.6 in [39] essentially corresponds to the
equation governing the interaction between green spiders and the divider given in section 3.3.

Structure of the paper. We first present the ZX-calculus in section 2, then we introduce
the SZX-calculus in section 3, and an axiomatisation of binary matrices for compressing
diagrams in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we use the SZX-calculus for error correcting
codes and graph states. Full proofs for this paper can be found at arXiv:1905.00041 [7].

2 Background: the ZX-calculus

A ZX-diagram D : k → ` with k inputs and ` outputs is generated by: ∀n,m ∈ N, ∀α ∈ R,

α ...... : n→ m : 1→ 1 : 0→ 2 : 2→ 2

α ...... : n→ m : 1→ 1 : 2→ 0 : 0→ 0

and the two compositions: for any ZX-diagrams D0 : a→ b, D1 : b→ c, and D2 : c→ d:

D1 ...... ◦ D0 ...... = D1 ...D0 ...... and D0 ...... ⊗ D2 ...... =
D0 ......

D2 ......

For any n,m, ZX[n,m] is the set of all ZX-diagrams of type n→ m. The ZX-diagrams
are representing quantum processes: for any ZX-diagram D : n→ m its interpretation JDK ∈
M2m×2n(C) is inductively defined as: JD1 ◦D0K = JD1K ◦ JD0K, JD0 ⊗D2K = JD0K⊗ JD2K,
and

r
α ......

z
:= |0m〉〈0n|+ eiα|1m〉〈1n| J K := |0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|

r
α ......

z
:= |+m〉〈+n|+ eiα|−m〉〈−n| J K := |+〉〈0|+ |−〉〈1|

r z
:= |00〉〈00|+ |01〉〈10|+ |10〉〈01|+ |11〉〈11|

q y
:= 1

q y
:= |00〉+ |11〉

q y
:= 〈00|+ 〈11|

Where |0〉:=
(1

0
)
, |1〉:=

(0
1
)
, |+〉:=|0〉+|1〉√

2 , |−〉:=|0〉−|1〉√
2 , |ak+1〉:=|a〉⊗|ak〉, |a0〉:=1, and 〈a|:=|a〉†,

moreover n and m are respectively the number of inputs and outputs of the spiders.
When equal to zero, the angle of the green or red spider is omitted:
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...... := 0 ...... and ...... := 0 ......

ZX-diagrams are universal for pure qubit quantum mechanics: ∀n,m ∈ N, and ∀M ∈
M2n×2m(C), there exists a ZX-diagram D : n→ m such that JDK = M .

ZX-diagrams also come with a set of graphical rewrite rules, or axioms, which allows
one to transform a diagram preserving its interpretation. Some of them are gathered under
the Only Topology Matters paradigm. When using these we label the equality by top. Two
diagrams that can be transformed into each other by moving around the wires are equal.
This can be derived from the following rules:

= = = = =
D... ...

... = D ......

...

The last set of rule expresses the naturality of the swap; in other words, that all the
generators can be passed through wires.

The legs of the spiders of ZX-calculus can be exchanged and bent. This implies that
diagrams are essentially graphs with inputs and outputs.

α ...... = α ...... α .........
...

...
= α ......

...

...

Finally, the rules that are not purely topological are given in Figure 1.

α

β

...
...

...

...

...
s1= α+β ......

w1= w2=
α s2=

c= b= α ......
h= α ......

α2α1
e=

β1 β2 β3

π γ
β1 = arg(z) + arg(z′)
β2 = 2 arg(i+ | z

z′ |)
β3 = arg(z)− arg(z′)
γ = x+ − arg(z) + π−β2

2

Figure 1 Axioms of the ZX-calculus, where x+ := α1+α2
2 , x− := x+ − α2, z := − sin(x+) +

i cos(x−), z′ := cos(x+)− i sin(x−) and z′ = 0⇒ β2 = 0. In the upper left rule, there must be at
least one wire between the spiders annotated by α and β. The colour-swapped version of those rules
also holds. A label is given to each axiom, above the equals sign, for later reference.

We write ZX ` D = D′ when D can be transformed into D′ using the rules of the
ZX-calculus. The rules of the ZX-calculus are sound: for any ZX-diagrams D,D′, ZX ` D =
D′ ⇒ JDK = JD′K i.e., the rules preserve the interpretation of the language. The language is
also complete: for any ZX-diagrams D,D′, JDK = JD′K⇒ ZX ` D = D′ i.e., whenever two
diagrams represent the same quantum evolution, we can transform one into the other using
the rules of the language [43].

3 The scalable ZX-calculus

In the ZX-calculus, each wire represents a single qubit. Therefore, a system acting on n

qubits will be represented by an n-input diagram. This quickly leads to intractable diagrams
when it comes to big systems. The extension to the SZX-calculus presented here provides a
more compact notation.
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3.1 Divide and gather, a calculus for big wires

The input (resp. output) type of a ZX-diagram is its number of input wires, and hence
number of input qubits. In the SZX-calculus, wires represent registers of qubits. A wire
of type 1n represents a register of n qubits. A type of the SZX-calculus is then a formal
sum of the form

∑
i 1ni , the empty sum being denoted by 0. In other words, the set of

types of SZX-calculus is the free monoid over N∗, the set of positive integers. We denote
it 〈N∗〉. Graphically, we represent the wire of type 1n by an bold font wires labelled by
n1, a label that is omitted when it is not ambiguous. A normal font wire always denotes a
single qubit register of type 11. By convention the sum of m wires of type 1n is denoted mn

with 0n = m0 = 0. n1 is simply written n. Given a type a =
∑
i 1ni , its size is defined as

S(a) :=
∑
i ni.

Big wires can be divided into smaller ones and, conversely, can be gathered to form bigger
ones. For any n ∈ N, we introduce two new generators: the divider and gatherer of size n.
They are depicted as follows:

1n+1
1

1n
1n+1

1
1n

We take the convention that the divider and the gatherer of size 0 are the identity. We
define a fragment of the SZX, the wire calculus W.

I Definition 1 (W-calculus). The W-calculus is defined as the graphical language generated
by identity wires, the dividers, and the gatherers of any size, and satisfying the elimination
rule E= and the expansion rule P= .

The roles of the dividers and gatherers in the equations are perfectly symmetric, so each
time something is shown for dividers it also holds for gatherers by symmetry.

We now show a coherence theorem for scalable calculi: the rewiring theorem. It states
that two diagrams of the W-calculus with the same type are equal.

I Theorem 2. Let ω ∈W[a, b] and ω′ ∈W[c, d]: W ` ω = ω′ ⇔ a = c and b = d

This theorem has strong consequences. We can define generalized dividers able to divide
any wire of size 1a+b into a wire of size 1a and a wire of size 1b.

1a1a+b 1b

Those generalized dividers have a unique possible interpretation as diagrams of W-calculus
given by their types, and we know exactly the equations they verify: all the well typed ones.
In particular, an associativity-like law holds for generalized wires allowing us to define n-ary
generalized dividers.

:= =

Each time we use the property that any well typed equation in W is true, we will label
the equality by R.

1 On a blackboard the bold font might be advantageously replaced by struck-out wires.

MFCS 2019
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3.2 The SZX-diagrams
We now fuse the W-calculus and the ZX-calculus into one language: the full SZX-calculus.

The generators of SZX-diagrams are: ∀n,m ∈ N∗,∀k, ` ∈ N, ∀α ∈ Rn,

α ...... : kn→`n : 1n→1n : 0→2n : 1n+1→1+1n : 1n→1n
α ...... : kn→`n : 1n+1m→1m+1n : 2n→0 : 1+1n→1n+1 : 0→0

SZX-generators can be combined using the usual sequential and spacial compositions to form
SZX-diagrams. Note that for n = m = 1 we recover all the generators of the ZX-calculus.
We denote them, as in the ZX-calculus, using thin wires e.g. for : 11 → 11.
Any big wire can be labelled by its size n : 1n → 1n to avoid ambiguity. Such labels will
be used mainly for scalars i.e. diagrams with no input/output. Each green or red spider is
parametrised by a vector α ∈ Rn of angles. With slight abuse of notation we use a single
angle α0 ∈ R to denote the vector (α0, . . . , α0) ∈ Rn when the spider has at least one leg
(k + ` > 0) so that this leg can be labelled by n to avoid a potential ambiguity. Like in the
ZX-calculus, the angle α0 is omitted when α0 = 0.

The interpretation of ZX-diagrams is extended to SZX-diagrams as follows: for any SZX-
diagram D : a→ b, its interpretation JDKs is a triplet (M,a, b) where M ∈M2S(b)×2S(a)(C).
JDKs is inductively defined as: JD1 ◦D0Ks = (M1 ◦M0, a, c), JD0 ⊗D2Ks = (M0 ⊗M2, a+
c, b+ d) where JD0Ks = (M0, a, b), JD1Ks = (M1, b, c), and JD2Ks = (M2, c, d). Moreover:

J Ks:= ( 1√
2n

∑
x,y∈{0,1}n

(−1)x•y|y〉〈x|, 1n, 1n)
q y

s
:= (idn+1, 1n+1, 1+1n)

r
α ......

z

s
:= (

∑
x∈{0,1}n

eix•α|xk〉〈x`|, kn, `n)
q y

s
:= (idn+1, 1+1n, 1n+1)

r
α ......

z

s
:= J Ks

⊗` ◦
r

α ......
z

s
◦ J Ks

⊗k
r z

s
:= (

∑
x∈{0,1}n

|xx〉, 0, 2n)
r z

s
:= (

∑
x∈{0,1}n,y∈{0,1}m

|yx〉〈xy|, 1n+1m, 1m+1n)
r z

s
:= (

∑
x∈{0,1}n

〈xx|, 2n, 0)

J Ks:= (idn, 1n, 1n)
q y

s
:= 1

Where ∀u, v ∈ Rm, u • v =
∑m
i=1 uivi, M⊗0 = 1, and M⊗k+1 = M ⊗M⊗k.

I Theorem 3 (Universality). SZX-diagrams are universal for pure qubit quantum mechanics:
∀a, b ∈ 〈N∗〉,∀M ∈M2S(b)×2S(a)(C), ∃D : a→ b such that JDKs = (M,a, b).

3.3 The calculus
The SZX-calculus is based on distribution rules that allow dividers and gatherers to go
through the big generators. For this to work we need first to ensure that the swap behaves
naturally with respect to dividers and gatherers. This is given by the following two rules:

= =

Then the rules governing the interaction between dividers, gatherers and the so-called cups
and caps are:

U= A=

We put labels over the equals signs to allow subsequent reference to the rules. These
rules are sufficient to fully describe possible interactions between wires of any size, gatherers
and dividers. It remains to specify how dividers and gatherers interact with big generators:
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α::β... ...
Z=

β

α

...
...

... ...

...
α::β... ...

X=
β

α

...
...

... ...

...
W=

Where α::β means that we append the phase α ∈ R to the (generalized) phase β ∈ Rn.
This completes the set of rules of the SZX-calculus. Note that all rules agree with the

interpretation, ensuring soundness of the SZX-calculus.
We see that any big generator sn is in fact just n copies of the corresponding size

one generator s acting in parallel. That is, a parallel composition but with a particular
permutation of the inputs and outputs. Such constructions are called multiplexed diagrams
in [10]. Multiplexed diagrams are shown to satisfy the same equations as size 1 diagrams.
The following lemma states the same results for big generators:

I Lemma 4. For any rule of the ZX-calculus, and any n ∈ N∗, the equation obtained by
replacing each generator by its big version of size n is provable in the SZX-calculus.

We can go even further than Lemma 4. In fact, the SZX-calculus is complete:

I Theorem 5. ∀a, b ∈ 〈N∗〉,∀D,D′ ∈ SZX[a, b], JDKs = JD′Ks ⇒ SZX ` D = D′.

Theorem 5 has interesting graphical consequences, ensuring that the Only Topology
Matters paradigm applies to the SZX-calculus. In particular, swaps of any size behave
naturally with respect to any diagram:

D... ...
... = D ......

...

This suggests a more compact presentation close to the one of the ZX-calculus, given in
the next subsection.

3.4 Compact axiomatisation
Assuming that Only Topology Matters, the SZX-calculus enjoys a more compact axiomatisa-
tion:

Z1= α::β
Z2=

β

α W=

α

β

...
...

...

...

...
S= α+β ......

W1= W2= α ......
H’= α ......

c= b=
α s2=

P= α2α1
e=

β1 β2 β3

π γ

β1 = arg(z) + arg(z′)
β2 = 2 arg(i+ | z

z′ |)
β3 = arg(z)− arg(z′)
γ = x+ − arg(z) + π−β2

2

Figure 2 Axioms of the SZX-calculus, where x+ := α1+α2
2 , x− := x+ − α2, z := − sin(x+) +

i cos(x−), z′ := cos(x+)− i sin(x−) and z′ = 0⇒ β2 = 0. In the spider fusion rule, there must be at
least one wire between the spiders annotated by α and β. The colour-swapped versions of those
rules also hold. The bold font wires stand for wires of any size n ≥ 1.

MFCS 2019
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I Lemma 6. All the rules of the SZX-calculus can be derived from the compact axioms of
Figure 2 together with the Only Topology Matters paradigm.

4 Axiomatising binary matrices for compressing diagrams

In this section, we introduce a new generator for the SZX-calculus, parametrized by a binary
matrix, allowing us to represent large graphical structures in a compact way: ∀n,m ∈ N∗,
∀A ∈ Fm×n2 , A : 1n → 1m. All-ones matrices will be omitted: := J where
∀i, j, Ji,j = 1. The new generator is interpreted as follows:

∀A ∈ Fm×n2 ,
r

A
z

s
= (|x〉 7→ |Ax〉, 1n, 1m)

where the matrix product Ax is in F2 and x is seen as a column vector i.e. (Ax)i =∑n
k=1 Ai,kxk mod 2.

I Remark 7. Note that, compared to [9], the matrix is not necessarily connected to green
and red spiders. It is therefore a more elementary generator.

Those matrices are required to satisfy the four axioms given in Figure 3, which are sound.

0
0=

1
1=

[
A
B

]
L=

A

B
[CD] C=

C

D

m

Figure 3 Axioms for matrices, where A ∈ Fa×n2 , B ∈ Fb×n2 , C ∈ Fm×c2 and D ∈ Fm×d2 .
[
A
B

]
and

[CD] are block matrices.

I Remark 8. The rules of the ZX-calculus define a scaled Hopf algebra between the green
and red structure. This algebra is commutative and cocommutative with a trivial antipode.
Thus, following the work of [44], the notion of {0, 1}-matrices naturally emerges. It is worth
noticing that it coincides with the matrices we are introducing in this section. Notice however
that our axiomatisation of the matrices strongly relies on their interaction with the divider
and the gatherer, which are not present in [44].

In the following, the SZX-calculus refers to the SZX-calculus augmented with the matrix
generators and the axioms of Figure 3.

Useful equations can be derived. First, matrices are copied and erased by green nodes.

I Lemma 9. For any A ∈ Fm×n2 , SZX `
A K=

A

A and SZX `
A G=

We define backward matrices as follows: A :=
A

.

I Lemma 10. ∀A ∈ Fm×n2 , SZX `
A

m
H=

At
n

where At is the transpose of A.

As a consequence, conjugating by Hadamard ( ) reverses the orientation and transposes
the matrix (up to scalars). Since conjugating by Hadamard colour-swaps the spiders and
preserves the other generators of the language, one can derive from any equation a new one
(up to scalars) which consists in colour-swapping the spiders, transposing the matrices and
then changing their orientation. For instance Lemma 9 gives that matrices are cocopied and
coerased by red nodes:
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I Lemma 11. For any A ∈ Fm×n2 , SZX `
A

n

J=
A

A

m

and SZX `
A

n
F=

m

Basic matrix operations like addition and multiplication (in F2) can be implemented
graphically:

I Lemma 12. For any A,B ∈ Fm×n2 , and any C ∈ Fk×m2 , SZX `
A

B

m

p=
A+B

and

SZX `
A C m=

CA
.

Whereas all the previous properties about matrices are angle-free, some spiders whose
angles are multiple of π can be pushed through matrices as follows:

I Lemma 13. For any A ∈ Fm×n2 , any v ∈ Fn2 and any u ∈ Fm2 ,

SZX `
πv A N=

πAvA
and SZX `

πuA O=
πAtu A

Injective matrices enjoy some specific properties:

I Lemma 14. For any A ∈ Fm×n2 , the following properties are equivalent:
(1) A is injective. (3) SZX `

A A I1=

(2) SZX `
A

m

=

n

(4) SZX `

A

A =
A

By Hadamard conjugation, we obtain some dual properties for surjective matrices:

I Lemma 15. For any A ∈ Fm×n2 , the following properties are equivalent:
(1) A is surjective. (3) SZX `

A A S1=

(2) SZX `
A

= (4) SZX `
A
m

=

A

A

n

Due to the universality of the SZX-calculus, matrices are expressible as SZX-diagrams,
and the matrix generator A is actually a compact representation of a green/red bipartite
graphs whose biadjacency matrix is A:

I Lemma 16. For any A ∈ Fm×n2 , SZX `
A B= A... ...

|A|−m

where A represents
in the RHS diagram the adjacency matrix of the bipartite green/red graph, and |A| is the
number of 1 in A.

Lemma 16 and 5 imply the completeness of the SZX-calculus with matrices:

I Theorem 17. SZX-calculus with matrices is complete.

5 Applications

This section provides two examples of the SZX-calculus in action.

MFCS 2019
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5.1 Application to graph states
Graph states [24] form a subclass of quantum states that can be represented by simple
undirected graphs where each vertex represents a qubit and the edges represent intuitively
the entanglement between qubits. The graph state formalism is widely used in quantum
information processing, providing combinatorial characterisations of quantum properties
in measurement-based quantum computing [40, 13, 6], secret sharing [37, 29, 25], error
correcting codes [41, 4] etc. Graph states are also strongly related to the ZX-calculus [18]
where they have been used for instance in proving the completeness of some fragments [1, 20].
A graph state is a particular kind of stabilizer state and thus can be defined as a fixpoint:
given a graph G of order n, the corresponding graph state |G〉 is a the unique state (up to
a global phase) such that for any vertex u, applying X = J π K on u and Z = J π K on
its neighbours leaves the state unchanged. The global phase is fixed by the extra condition
〈0n|G〉 = 1√

n
.

A graph state admits a simple representation as a ZX-diagram: each vertex is represented
by a green spider connected to an output, and each edge is represented by a Hadamard (

) connecting the corresponding green dots. In the following, we provide two alternative,
scalable, representations of graph states: the first is a compact matrix-based representation of
bipartite graph states, the second is an inductive definition of arbitrary graph state, allowing
inductive proofs. In both representations, we provide diagrammatic proofs of some key
properties of the graph states.

First, any bipartite graph state can be depicted with a SZX-diagram via its biadjacency
matrix:

I Lemma 18. For any bipartite graph G with biadjacency matrix Γ ∈ Fm×n2 ,
u

v
Γ

n }

~

s

= (|G〉, 0, 1n+m)

Proof of Lemma 18. The last two components are straightforward typing, for the first one
we use the characterization of |G〉 by its stabilizer [24]. |G〉 is the unique (up to a scalar)
common fix point of XuZNu

for all vertices u of G. Each subset of vertices is identified with
its characteristic vector, e.g. Nuπ is a vector with a π at the position i if the i-th vertex is
a neighbour of u, and 0 otherwise. The following proof uses the fact that Γtu = Nu. We
assume u is in the first part of the bipartite graph (the other case is similar):

Nuπ
Γ

Nuπ

n

s1=
Γ

n

It remains to take care of the scalar. We see that
√

2n+m〈0n+m|G〉 = 1:

Γ
n

X,Z=
Γ n

h=
Γ n

G=
n n

s2= J

A fundamental property of graph states is that graph transformations (like pivoting and
local complementation) can be performed on graph states using local operations. Given a
bipartite graph G, pivoting according to an edge (u, v) produces a graph denoted G ∧ uv
where the labels u and v are exchanged and their neighbourhood is complemented: for any
w ∈ Nu \ v and t ∈ Nv \ u, w and t are connected in G ∧ uv iff they are not connected in G.
Pivoting can be implemented on bipartite graph states by simply applying Hadamard on u
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and v: Hu,v|G〉 = |G ∧ uv〉 [42, 38]. This property can be derived in the SZX-calculus, and
its proof, given in arXiv:1905.00041 due to space limits, provides an interesting example of
the SZX-calculus in action:

I Lemma 19. Given a bipartite graph G and an edge (u, v),

SZX `
ΓG

n

=
ΓG∧uv

n

where ΓG (resp. ΓG∧uv) is the biadjacency matrix of G (resp. G∧uv) such that u corresponds
to the first row (resp. column) and v to the first column (resp. row).

Now we introduce a general inductive definition of graph state boxes, which associates a
SZX-diagram with any (not necessarily bipartite) graph.

I Definition 20. Given a graph G with ordered vertices, the corresponding graph state box
is defined by:

K1 := and G := G\u
τ−1τ

where K1 is the graph of order 1, u is the first vertex of G, τ is a permutation on the list of
vertices of G\u which puts the neighbourhood of u first and then the other vertices.

I Lemma 21.
r
G

z

s
= (|G〉, 0, 1n).

We will now use the SZX-calculus to show the property known as local complementation.
Given a vertex u of a graph G the local complementation of G according to u is the graph
G ? u which is G where all edges between neighbours of u have been complemented, that is,
edges became non-edges and non-edges became edges.

I Theorem 22. For any graph G and vertex u, SZX ` G ? u = G

-1
2 u 1

2 Nu
.

5.2 Application to error correcting codes
The original motivation for the development of a scalable ZX-calculus was the design of
tripartite Coherent Parity Checking (CPC) error correcting codes [9]. We reformulate here in
the SZX-calculus the definition of those codes and the proof of some elementary properties.

The idea is to spread the information of some logical qubits over a bigger number of
physical qubits. In our example the code is parametrized by three matrices B ∈ Fa×b2 ,
P ∈ Fc×b2 and C ∈ Fc×a2 . The aim is to encode b logical qubits into a+b+c physical ones.

I Definition 23. The tripartite CPC encoder E : 1b → 1a+1b+1c and decoder D :
1a+1b+1c → 1b defined by the matrices B ∈ Fa×b2 , P ∈ Fc×b2 and C ∈ Fc×a2 are:

E :=
B Ct

P t

a+b−c

D :=
BCt

P t

a+b−c

We can prove that the code is correct when there are no errors, in other words:

MFCS 2019
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I Lemma 24. The encoder is an isometry that is SZX ` D ◦ E = .

We now end by showing what happens when errors go through the decoder: x, y and z
(resp. x′, y′, z′) are vectors of phase flip errors (resp. bit flip errors). The implementation
of the decoder involves some measurements, which according to Lemma 25, produce some
syndromes (|x| =

∑
i xi mod 2, z+Cx+Py, x′+y′+Ctz′+BP tz′, and |z′|) which guide us to

correct the middle wire. Of course the exact protocol and its efficiency depend on clever
choices of B, P and C, see [9] for details.

I Lemma 25. The following equalities hold in the SZX-calculus:

yπ

BCt

P t

zπ

xπ

a+b−c

= (
Btx+y

)
π

(z+Cx+Py)π

|x|π

BCt

P t

a+b−c

y′π

BCt

P t

z′π

x′π

a+b−c

=

(
x′+y′+Ctz′+BP tz′

)
π

(
y′+P tz′

)
π

|z′|π

BCt

P t

a+b−c

6 Conclusion and further work

We have introduced the SZX-calculus, a formal and compact graphical language for quantum
reasoning, and proved its universality, soundness, and completeness. This work is addressing
two main objectives. First, to demonstrate that some of the ingredients for scalability which
were sketched out in [9] – like the thick wires and the use of matrices – together with
some new ingredients – like the divider and the gatherer – can be axiomatised to provide
a complete scalable graphical language. Our second objective was to provide a sufficiently
precise definition of the language to consider an implementation in a graphical proof assistant
like Quantomatic. This last point would pave the way towards the formal verification of
large scale quantum protocols and algorithms.

We aim to provide a language ready for applications and available to most of the
quantum computing community. For this reason, we have deliberately avoided a categorical
presentation. A fully categorical description of the scalable construction will be the subject
of further work. We nevertheless provide here a sketch of how our construction can be
generalised in a categorical setting. Graphical languages can be defined as props, see [3] and
[44], that is symmetric strict monoidal categories whose set of objects is freely generated by
one object we denote 1. In fact it is possible to define a scalable construction for any coloured
prop. Given a set C of colours we can define two 〈〈C〉− ε〉-coloured props DC and GC whose
objects are formal sums of 1nc

and morphisms are respectively generated by dividers and
gatherers for each pair (n, c). The elimination rule is a distribution rule as in [36], which
allows us to define the composed prop DC ;GC . The prop of wires WC is then defined as
this composition quotiented by the expansion rule. This last pro satisfies a rewire theorem
similar to Theorem 2. Then given a C-coloured prop P, we define the 〈〈C〉 − ε〉-coloured
prop P which has the same generators and equations as those of P on wires of size 1. Finally
the scalable prop SP is defined as the composition of prop DC ; P;GC quotiented by the
expansion rule. The corresponding distribution rules follows the same pattern as in 3.3. Such
a generalization gives scalable versions of any graphical language based on props such as the
ZW–calculus [22], the ZH-calculus [2] or IH [5].
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